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Forward-Thinking Scrap Recycling 
Improves Partnerships and Margins
Metal scrap recyclers face a mountain of business risk and volatility. 
In addition to fl uctuating commodity prices, metalworking companies 
don’t collect scrap in their facilities effi ciently. This means customer 
pick-ups are more frequent, containers are fi lled unevenly and with 
air pockets, and the return is reduced. The reason these unfavorable 
scrap conditions exist at metalworking companies is due to the lack of 
infrastructure and equipment to effectively and automatically manage 
scrap metal waste streams. A full-service scrap metal recycler saw an 
opportunity to help their automotive customer with scrap management 
while also reducing their business risk, offering higher returns, and 
securing a longer contract. 

Optimize Container Fill for a Maximum 
Returns Scrap Management Process
Effectively moving scrap metal away from the press is only the fi rst part 
of effective scrap management. The second, and equally important, 
aspect of scrap management is the effectiveness of the load-out 
process. Container loading is important for both the recycler and 
metalworking company to get the most from the contractual relationship. 
The full-service recycler saw the long-term value in working with their 
automotive stamping customer to improve their margins and also to offer 
the customer a greater return on the scrap by improving the existing 
load-out system in the facility. 

Full-Service Recycler 
Increases Profi ts with 
Orbital Load-Out System

 Application Summary

CHALLENGE:

• Develop an automated scrap 
load-out system that fi ts within 

existing infrastructure and provides 
maximum scrap returns.

BUSINESS RESULTS

• The new Orbital Shuttle Load-Out 
System improved and automated 
the scrap management process, 

increasing the value of scrap.

• Improved performance margin, 
resulting in a fi rm price, long-term 

contract with the customer.

• The partnership between PRAB, 
the recycler and their metalworking 

customer delivered quantifi able 
results for all stakeholders.

The scrap load-out system that existed had two parallel containers 
which were supplied by the recycler. A manual chute diverted the 
scrap from one container to the other when it was considered full. 
The recycler would pick up the containers and replace with empty 
ones. Containers were not always full, were fi lled unevenly, and 
had many areas where the scrap left gaps or pockets in the fi lling 
process. The container fi lling process reduced margins for the 
recycler because they were making more frequent pickups and 
receiving less than optimum volumes of material for each pickup. 
The customer was also receiving less than optimum return for each 
container pickup due to the lower volume of metal per container. 

Orbital Shuttle rotates a traversing steel belt conveyor between two parallel 
containers. Programmable controls automate the entire fi lling process. 
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ABOUT PRAB
PRAB is a leading manufacturer of engineered conveyors, chip and fluid 
management, and wastewater systems. Its customized solutions automate 
metal handling, reduce labor costs, reclaim and recycle expensive cutting 
fluids, and maximize return on recycling metals. Engineering expertise 
is honed by thousands of installations for the world’s leading OEMs and 
suppliers, PRAB continuously improves material handling, housekeeping 
and compliance to environmental rules and regulations within the automotive, 
aerospace, medical, electronics, defense, and energy markets. For more 
information about PRAB visit prab.com

Full Service Recycler with Orbital Load-Out System

The full-service recycler contacted PRAB to assist with the current 
scrap load-out system at their customer’s location. PRAB came to the 
facility to assess and evaluate the current operating conditions and 
make recommendations for an automated orbital shuttle load-out system. 
The load-out system offered by PRAB was tailored to fit in the existing 
covered load-out area of the facility. The shuttle system consisted of 
a 6” pitch closed-frame reversing/rotating shuttle steel belt conveyor 
complete with the support structure, scaled container weight, level 
sensors, and delivery extension arm. All design, engineering, equipment, 
controls, and installation would be provided to the recycler for one single 
price and with single-source project management. 

The new orbital shuttle system moves the discharging conveyor along 
the length of the container. Laser sensors monitor the height and 
location of the filling process and communicate to a central controls 
system when the shuttle needs to be moved. To make sure even the 
corners of the container are filled, an extension arm was designed 
to reach into hard-to-fill areas and deliver material evenly. High-level 
sensors fill the entire container to optimum height, and scales beneath 
the container maintain regulation carrying weight for the entire load. 
When the container is filled to set levels, the orbital shuttle diverts material 
to the parallel container and the filling process begins again.

Partnerships make Profits
This new Load-Out System provided by the recycler in partnership 
with PRAB gives the stamping company an improved and automated 
scrap management process. The new Oribital Shuttle Load-Out System 
changed the scrap containers from 20’ roll-off containers with a 25,000 
lb capacity using a 8’ x 18’ swivel shoot to a 40,000 lb capacity 40’ x 
8’ x 8’ trailer. The new system provides the recycler with an improved 
performance margin, which resulted in a firm price, long-term contract 
with the customer. The partnership between PRAB and the recycler and 
the customer was the important aspect of this system’s success. Each 
entity brought experience and expertise to the project that delivered 
quantifiable partner results. 

Newly completed load-out system maximized container fill and returns.

Shuttle Conveyor with extension arm and level sensors evenly fills 
each container.




